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Bobby dassey reddit

Watched over mam for the 3rd time and I would like to know what people believe Bobby and Scott's involvement in the crime was. I believe in SA's innocence since I first heard about this story when I was younger before the documentary and the documentary reinforced my beliefs. So I ask
fellow skeptics to let me know what BoD and ST could have done (farfetched or not), whether it be a full involvement or a simple frabing against SA. I ask if guiltiers could answer just to deny theories of truthers for the simple fact that I want every idea in the comments (no matter how vague
or almost impossible) and I feel that if guiltiers just jump in and immediately try to refute everything before any comments will not be enough openness theories are posted. If this is not allowed on this sub please let me know and I will uninstall /edit your post to follow the rules. Guiltiers
repeat once again, I set such rules not to silence your voices, but to achieve the maximum amount of theories, I hope you guys understand where I am going with this. Page 2 144 comments I just finished series 2 (as I'm sure most of us currently!) I haven't read any of the court documents
or watched any confession video since after S1, but I have my own theory about TH's unfortunate demise. What if Brendan Dassey's confession is a witness statement, but the culprit was not Steven, but his older brother he was terrified. The older brother he saw carries out atrocities
against a young girl. I remember Brendan saying that he cleaned the garage floor from some reddish-brown liquid and that he directed the cops to the place of his jeans. We know Bobby is pretty much what you would expect to suspect in a case like this, a sadistic person who chats in
magazines boasting about being a guy out of a saw and pictures of unimaginable things on his computer. I think Brendan was able to catch bobby in the act and is already terrified of his brother, his brother goads him to join. Brendan do it or I beat the fuck out of you What are you gay?! I
know that there is no evidence the bedroom exchange took place, but nevertheless, that I assumed Brendan had no chance of being informed of a crime like this (and I hope he is given his freedom) I couldn't rule out a frightened 16-year-old from seeing something he wasn't meant to be,
was told that his brother was pointing a finger at his uncle, who he was also afraid of, Bobby telling him that everything would be ok, and that his uncle deserves it anyway and we know from the fact Bobby testified against Steven that their relationship is not all rainbows and kittens. I also
can't completely discredit brendans confession, because while I think it was wrong, I think it's a suspect for naming the wrong one, not the details. I can't get past the fact Bobby and his life would have been turned upside down since Steven left prison for the first time. Suddenly there is an
uncle who gets all this money, or maybe they thought he deserved to drop the pin. This is my 2 cent anyway, if anyone has any additional evidence or fuel to this theory, please do. Also deny me, I'm down to be proven wrong. EDIT: I'm reading CASO so i will add supporting evidence as I
go.page 132 Colborn saw many car keys in Jandas and used some to try and access suitcases unforgivably, not too far taken that key he found stevens room was among them when he entered that property unexket. Page 2 58 comments Finishing up part 2, and Bobby boy looks like S U S
P E C T. What do everyone else think? Page 2,187 comments 1.) Images of rape and brutal murders of women on bod computer. 2.) MSN messengers bod asks the girl to go to the barn so that he can act as a Saw Murderer. 3.) Lying on the bench about when he saw TH. 4.) Cell phone
records do not show it was where it was. 5.) His obsession with watching TH. 6.) Cadaver dogs after TH sent where bod was hunting. 7.) BoD is the last person who saw TH. 8.) His truck is now crushed, so no evidence can be collected from him. 9.) BoD will not attend BD prison. 10.) Weak
alibi from another person with a weak alibi (ST). Page 2 32 comments I'm not sure about you folks, but when we watched we had to pause Bobby Dassey's internet search history. My God, there were some terrible search terms included in several screenshots shown in various episodes. My
wife and I cringed all the time to see how crazy his search was. I couldn't help but think his life was forever ruined from what we saw. I mean, all that preteen, death, disassembly, rape stuff, it was a dismal AF. I could never imagine the terms that the guy was looking for, and the real kicker
was looking as he tweaked his searches to make them more and more nasty. Surprisingly, the term, which constantly registers in my head that shows how crazy it was, had to do with a quick car accident, realized he was trying to see the most horrific death scenes imaginable. It's seriously
behind me. I don't think anyone will trust Bobby Dassey again. I mean, who's going to leave that guy alone with everyone they loved. I know I don't want to. For better or worse, Bobby Dassey is exposed, or do you think his life is ruined too? Page 2 28 comments I was wondering about
something and do not know if it was not intended or if I have not found anything about it yet. If Bobby Dassey killed Theresa, wouldn't he be bloody when he came home at 5?? Or if he had a shower before he came home, wouldn't his hair at least have been wet? Of course, it was hides the
body for a while and did not think to clean up until after that. Will Scott kill her and get bloody and have to take a shower before he does it to the hospital with Barb? Do they frequent showers? Bobby took the shower before he left, did he shower again? You can't just brutally bash someone's
head without blood on you? My question is: 1) Is anyone wet when they were seen the rest of the Dassey family at 5!? Lol2) Has anyone even asked if anyone had a fresh shower other than Steven? Page 2Posted byu / [delete] 2 years ago 64 comments Am I the only one who thinks Bobby
Dassey did it?? I just saw an episode where they reveal the contents of their hard drive and were very disturbed, at least. KZ was on the spot when she said there was a proven link between violent pornography and murder/violent behavior. The fact that he was looking for images of dead,
makes me think that he was involved in this process. I don't think he did it alone, so I doubt it, but Dassey is smart enough to pull that off solo, but he knows a lot. Just curious why lawyers haven't suffered from this any more... Page 2 186 comments Just finished watching season 2 of Make
a Murderer, and I was a little shocked at how almost flippantly they (Netflix, Kathleen Zellner, and filmmakers) destroyed a man's life. I wonder if the irony and hypocrisy here went through his head that they've basically made a murderer out of Bobby, whether he's innocent or not, it's clear
that his life ended as he knew it. Being persecuted, probably persecuted, probably receiving death threats, has probably already been hacked or hacked, probably losing his job, probably losing his wife and children if he has them, etc. I'm not saying that I'm not otherwise rooting for Steven
and Brendan and Kathleen and anyone who fights corruption, but it was kind of disgusting how they threw Bobby under the ratings bus and as a scapegoat. Yes, even on Netflix, ratings are important. I thought to myself, well, it must be revealed later in the episode that it really involved
because they wouldn't just destroy their lives otherwise. I kept waiting for the next shoe to fall on it, and it never did. I'm not sure how old he was then, but he still looked like a teenager, and after 13 years as an adult, I'm sure he's got something to mature and moved on in his life. I'm sure
many of you don't have sympathy for him whatsoever, and it would be nice for him to be imprisoned or die, but it's totally insane. First of all, being a pervert or going through a flawed phase doesn't make you a murderer. Kathleen Zellner argues that violence/pornography is linked to violent
acts, but this is misleading. Technically, this statement is correct. But the important difference is that they've proven that looking at violent images, be it videos, video games or, doesn't make you a psychopath. What's true is that psychopaths often come to enjoy these kinds of things
because of who and what they are, caused by a type of abuse, trauma or brain damage. Secondly, although I'm sure most of you will argue that the Saints, compared to this guy, sorry what he was looking for and watching is not that shocking. In fact, here on Reddit, you will find a
r/watchpeopledie that not only is accidents and gore, it actually shares a video of brutal and sadistic murders. Ignorant people tend to be pretty quick to achieve I have nothing to hide, but try to imagine everything you've ever looked for, everything you've ever looked at, everything you've
ever been curious about is being broadcast to millions of people. Isn't there anything you would be ashamed of, ashamed of, or even demonized for? And I mostly talk about it when you were a kid and a teenager, not as careful as you are now, with a password to protect your things and
clear your browser history. Nevertheless, imagine that you have done nothing wrong, but some crimes allegedly occurred near you, and as a result someone could have taken your computer and checked your life. No secrets? Are you as pure as you're driving snow? I'm sorry, but I'm not
joining this witch hunt and I can already predict the reaction to what I'm saying. The truth is not always beautiful or ideal, so continue tearing me apart to speak. UPDATE #1There some comments that make the same argument: Kathleen Zellner was just doing her job. So rather than trying
to answer each of them individually, I'll just answer all of them here, update. In addition to the fact that you basically set yourself up someday in the state just doing your job in any discussion/debate/argument (it's a little hanging fruit and I'm not going there), over the reason I actually tend to
agree with you. Yes, she does her job, and I actually think she's a very good lawyer and very smart. Whether Steven Avery is innocent or not, I actually hope that Kathleen is successful because I don't think he had a fair trial or proper defense. Of course, Kathleen should seek all the
evidence and all possible suspects, including Bobby. It's not and never was the point that I tried to make. That's the way it was done. No, publishing all private computer data and killing his character doesn't need to be investigated. Kathleen is a pitbull lawyer. If you think she wasn't fully



aware of the benefits to her and her client that greatly publicize and tarnish the name and nature of the alternative suspect will bring, you repeatedly underestimate your intelligence and tactics. Then again, whether Bobby lied on the bench or not, is completely moot to this point. She would
have done her job and gone after it, ruining her life in the process of being cursed, no matter what anyway. Why? This is the discussion I brought you, privacy and ethics to make a decision, not whether it happened not that there really is nothing to argue. And we've discussed this quite
carefully now, many of us can stay civil and mature on the topic. I think the conclusion we came to is that our thoughts are largely divided into 2 camps: She is a good advocate, and just did everything according to the book to defend her client. She's a good advocate because she's ready to
do something to defend her client, whether it's done in an unethical and unprofessional way or not. In other words, you are either the kind of person who believes that the end justifies the means, or you think there are lines that should not be crossed. UPDATE #2This is my final update. At
the moment we usually come back over on the same basis again. I'll do another round of answers, and then I'll move on from the debate. I think we've very carefully discussed this now, and I personally exhausted everything I wanted to say and deny where I thought I needed to. While I
woods out a handful of usual suspects, hyperbolic, nonsensical, troll, not reading anything anyone else said before commenting, etc. commentators who have made an appearance in every online discussion, I was actually very surprised how polite, intelligent and thoughtful most people
stayed, even when disagreeing with each other in this conversation. This is very refreshing and thank you. Page 2,398 comments
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